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ABSTRACT
In the light of image retrieval evolving from text annota-
tion to content-based and from standalone applications to
web-based search engines, we foresee the need for deploy-
ing content-based image retrieval (CBIR) into Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) architecture. By doing so, we not only distribute the
tasks of feature extraction, indexing and storage of image
data into peers, we also introduce another aspect of search-
ing in addition to filename-based method in prevalent P2P
applications. Through the deployment of DISCOVIR, we
introduce a model to improve query efficiency targeting on
content-based search.

Current P2P applications require installing special pur-
pose software and proprietary protocols for information re-
trieval, which limit the number of audience. To make use
of the WWW to increase popularity of P2P, we propose
DISCOVIR Everywhere to bridge the two different worlds,
P2P and WWW. We outline the process of accessing DIS-
COVIR network through web browsers or mobile devices, by
the coordination of a light weighted gateway, with reduced
workload compared to existing methodology.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.4 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Systems
and Software; H.4.3 [Information Systems Applications]:
Communications Applications

General Terms
Design
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peer-to-peer; content-based image retrieval; web integration;
mobility
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The appearance of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) applications in re-
cent years have demonstrated the significance of distributed
information sharing systems by offering the advantages of
scalable storage space. Regarding to current content-based
image retrieval (CBIR) systems, we envisage the potential
use of P2P network in both scattering data storage and
distributing workload of feature extraction and indexing.
Through the realization of CBIR in P2P network, we can
support enormous image collection without installing high-
end database and hardware for the web server. Also, we
make use of the computation power of peers in addition to
data storage.

On the other hand, we revolutionize the way of searching
in current P2P architecture. The queries in P2P are mostly
based on text, entered by users to describe shared files. The
accuracy of retrieval depends mainly on whether users can
come up with a common description on a file. CBIR raise an-
other aspect of searching in P2P other than filename-based
search. We also formulate a query model that improves
query efficiency under the content-based search architecture
and reveal the research need for improving query efficiency.
Moreover, to improve the availability of P2P, we need to
bridge the P2P and WWW for P2P to grow and gain pop-
ularity.

To address the desirabilities of P2P application raised
above, we introduce the DIStributed COntent-based Visual
Information Retrieval (DISCOVIR) [5] system and DISCOVIR
Everywhere with the following characteristics:

1. DISCOVIR extends current CBIR system into P2P
fashion and achieve the utilization of both data storage
and computation resource at the same time.

2. Queries in DISCOVIR are no longer based on filenames
but on the content of images. The need for annotating
shared files is waived, thus, query accuracy does not
depend on subjective perception of keywords.

3. DISCOVIR Everywhere provides a gateway for web
and mobile users to access the DISCOVIR network.
This architecture get rid of problems exist in current
web-based P2P service by tightly integrating the web
and P2P.



In the next section, we will detail the related works in
CBIR and P2P, and justify the motivation and necessity of
combining them. In Section 3, we introduce the architec-
ture of DISCOVIR and the functionality of its components.
In Section 4, DISCOVIR Everywhere is introduced as an
extension to DISCOVIR. We describe details of current im-
plementations and future works in Section 5. Lastly, we give
concluding remarks in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORKS
In early image retrieval system, it requires human anno-

tation and classification on the image collection, the query is
thus performed using text-based information retrieval method.
However, there are several limitations for such implementa-
tion, they are:

• Human Intervention - Human intervention is re-
quired to describe and annotate the content of images,
which is tedious and potentially error-prone.

• Non-Standard Description - As the size of image
database grows, limited keywords results in inadequacy
for describing the image content. Moreover, the key-
words used are subjective and not unique. Different
users may use different keywords to annotate the same
image.

• Linguistic Barriers - If the image database is to be
shared globally around the world, the retrieval of im-
ages will be ineffective when different languages are
used in the description. It is difficult to map semanti-
cally equivalent words across different languages.

In order to solve these problems, CBIR is proposed to
pass such tedious task to computer. Since early 1990’s,
many CBIR systems have been proposed and developed,
some of them are QBIC [6], WebSEEK [28], SIMPLIcity [30],
MARS [17], Photobook [22], WALRUS [20] and other sys-
tems for some domain specific applications [13, 12]. These
systems are not designed to be distributed across different
computers in a network. One of the shortcomings is that the
feature extraction, indexing and also the query processing
are all done in a centralized fashion which is computation-
ally intensive and difficult to scale up. As indicated by sev-
eral researchers [24, 27], one of the promising future trends
in CBIR includes the distribution of data collection, data
processing and information retrieval. By extending the cen-
tralized system model, we not only can increase the size of
image collections easily, but we also overcome the scalabil-
ity bottleneck problem by distributing the process of feature
extraction and retrieval.

P2P network is a recently evolved paradigm for distributed
computing. With the emerging P2P networks and various
implementations such as Gnutella [8], Napster [19], LimeWire
[14], YouServ [3], Freenet [7], Morpheus [18] and KaZaA
[11], they focus on the retrieval of data based on filenames
or metadata, such as ID3 tag of MP3, and offer the ad-
vantages of distributed resource [25], increased reliability [4]
and comprehensiveness of information [15]. Figure 1 shows
an example of a typical P2P network. In the example, dif-
ferent files are shared by different peers. When a peer ini-
tiates a search for a file, it broadcasts a query request to
all its connecting peers. Its peers then propagate the re-
quest to their connected peers and this process continues.

Unlike the client-server architecture of the web, the P2P
network aims at allowing individual computer, which joins
and leaves the network frequently, to share information di-
rectly with each other without the help of dedicated servers.
In these networks, a peer can become a member of the net-
work by establishing a connection with one or more peers in
the current network. Messages are sent over multiple hops
from one peer to another while each peer responds to queries
for information it shares locally. Meanwhile, some current
researches [29, 23] focus on improving query efficiency on
filename-based search and we address this problem in the
notion of content-based search [21, 26] in earlier works.

The motivation of proposing DISCOVIR is to migrate
traditional CBIR to a P2P network as a step to introduce
content-based search in P2P. With the advantages of P2P
network, we utilize not only the distributed data storage,
but also the computation power of each peer for the pre-
processing and indexing of images. In order to improve the
accessibility of P2P network, we further elaborate on cur-
rent web-based P2P services and propose DISCOVIR Every-
where to provide web interface for users to carry out CBIR
in P2P network.

Figure 1: P2P information retrieval

3. ARCHITECTURE OF DISCOVIR
In this section, we will describe the architecture of a DIS-

COVIR client and the communication protocol in order to
perform CBIR over a P2P network. Through the DIS-
COVIR program, users can share images among peers around
the world. Each peer is responsible for extracting and in-
dexing the feature of the shared images, by doing so, every
peers can search for similar images based on image content,
like color, texture and shape among images shared by all
DISCOVIR peer in the network.

Figure 2 depicts the key components and their interaction
in the architecture of a DISCOVIR client. As DISCOVIR
is derived from LimeWire [14] open source project, the op-
erations of Connection Manager, Packet Router and HTTP
Agent remain more or less the same with additional func-
tionality to improve the query mechanism used in original
Gnutella network. Plug-in Manager, Feature Extractor and
Image Indexer are introduced to support the CBIR task.



The User Interface is modified to incorporate the image
search panel, Figure 3 shows a screen capture of DISCOVIR
in the image search page. Here are the brief descriptions of
each component:

• Connection Manager - It is responsible for setting
up and managing the TCP connection between DIS-
COVIR clients.

• Packet Router - It masters the routing of message in
DISCOVIR network between components and peers.

• Plug-in Manager - It coordinates the storage of dif-
ferent feature extraction modules and their interaction
with Feature Extractor and Image Indexer.

• HTTP Agent - It is a tiny web-server that handles
file download request from other DISCOVIR peers us-
ing HTTP protocol.

• Feature Extractor - It collaborates with the Plug-
in Manager to perform various feature extraction and
thumbnail generation of the shared image collection.

• Image Indexer - It indexes the image collection by
content feature and carry out clustering to speed up
the retrieval of images.

• Bootstrap Server - It maintains an update list of
currently available DISCOVIR peers.

Connection
Manager

Packet
Router

Plug-in
Manager

HTTP
Agent

Feature
Extractor

Image
Indexer

DISCOVIR Network
Shared Collection

DISCOVIR Core

DISCOVIR User Interface

WWW

Image Manager

Figure 2: Architecture of DISCOVIR

Figure 3: Screen Capture of DISCOVIR

3.1 Flow of Operations and Functionality of
DISCOVIR Components

The following is a scenario walk-through to demonstrate
the interaction between components. When a user chooses
to preprocess his image collection, the Feature Extractor col-
laborates with Plug-in Manager to extract content feature
and generate thumbnails from all images in the shared direc-
tory. The result is passed to Image Indexer for indexing and
clustering purposes. In case when a new DISCOVIR client
wants to join the network, the Connection Manager asks a
Bootstrap server for a list of currently available DISCOVIR
clients in order to hook up to the network. Once a user
initiates a query for similar images, the Feature Extractor
extracts feature from the example image instantly, Packet
Router is responsible for assembling an ImageQuery message
and sending out to the DISCOVIR network. For instance,
when an ImageQuery message is received from other peers,
the Packet Router checks for any duplication and propagates
to other peers through DISCOVIR network. Meanwhile, it
passes the message to Image Indexer for searching similar
images. Upon similar images are found, an ImageQueryHit
message is assembled and passed to Packet Router for re-
plying the initiating peer. When ImageQueryHit messages
return to the initiating peer, its HTTP Agent downloads
thumbnails or full size images from other peers upon receiv-
ing user request from the user interface.

3.1.1 Preprocessing
Plug-in Manager is responsible for contacting web-site of

DISCOVIR to inquire the list of available feature extraction
modules, it will download and install selected modules upon
user request. Currently, DISCOVIR supports various fea-
ture extraction methods in color and texture categories such
as AverageRGB, GlobalColorHistogram, ColorMoment, Co-
occurrence matrix, etc [10]. All feature extraction modules
strictly follow a predefined interface in order to realize the
polymorphic properties of switching between different plug-
ins dynamically, see Fig. 7.

Feature Extractor will extract feature and generate thumb-
nails for all images in the shared collection by using a par-
ticular feature extraction module. Let I represent a raw
image data, f be the feature extraction method, the feature
extractor perform the task illustrated in Eq. 1,

f : I × θ → ~I (1)

where θ is the feature extraction parameter and ~I is the
extracted feature vector. Image Indexer will then index the
image collection using the multi-dimensional feature vectors
~I in order to answer an incoming query. It also clusters
the set of feature vector for the sake of improving query
efficiency by acquiring statistical distribution information
of the local image collection [26].

Compared with the centralized web-based CBIR approach,
sharing the workload of this computational costly task among
peers by allowing them to store and index their own image
collection helps solving the bottle-neck problem by utilizing
distributed computing resources.

3.1.2 Connection Establishment
For a peer to join the DISCOVIR network, it connects to

the Bootstrap Server using the Connection Manager. The
Bootstrap Server is responsible for storing a finite list of IP
address of peers currently in the DISCOVIR network and



randomly picks an IP address to return to the peer. Once
the IP address is received, the peer is able to hook up to
the DISCOVIR network by connecting to the selected peer.
In order to provide the Bootstrap Server with update list
of IP address, the Connection Manager of each peer sends
an alive message to the bootstrap server periodically after
it has connected to the DISCOVIR network.

3.1.3 Query Message Routing
After a peer joins the DISCOVIR network, it may initiate

a query for similar images. The Feature Extractor processes
the query image instantly and assemble an ImageQuery mes-
sage to be sent out through Packet Router. Likewise, when
other peers receive the ImageQuery messages, they need to
perform two operations, Query Message Propagation and
Local Index Look Up.

• Query Message Propagation - In order to prevent
query messages from looping forever in the DISCOVIR
network, two mechanisms are inherited from Gnutella,
namely, the Gnutella replicated message checking rule
and Time-To-Live (TTL) of messages. The replicated
message checking rule can prevent a peer from propa-
gating the same query message again. The TTL mech-
anism constrains the horizon of a query message able
to reach. After these two checkings, the query mes-
sage will be propagated to linked peers through Packet
Router.

• Local Index Look Up - The peer searches its local
index of shared files for similar images using the Im-
age Indexer. Once similar images are retrieved, the
peer delivers an ImageQueryHit message back to the
requester through Packet Router. Since images index-
ing is performed on the peer in preprocessing stage,
the searching time can be speeded up.

3.1.4 Query Result Display
When an ImageQueryHit message returns to the requester,

user will obtain a list detailing the location and size of
matched images. In order to retrieve the query result, the
HTTP Agent will download thumbnails or full size image
from the peer using HTTP protocol. On the other hand,
HTTP Agent in other peers will serve as a web server to
deliver the requested images. This HTTP Agent is essential
for integration to WWW which will be described later in
detail.

3.2 Query Efficiency
To address the efficiency problem in query messages rout-

ing, we propose the use of Firework Query Model (FQM)
[21, 26]. In FQM, peers sharing similar content will be clus-
tered together like a Yellow pages. When a peer initiates or
receives a query message, the query is routed selectively ac-
cording to the content of the query. Once it reaches its des-
ignated cluster, the query message is broadcasted by peers
inside the cluster much like an exploding firework as shown
in Fig. 4. This strategy aims to minimize the number of
messages passing through the network, reduce the workload
of each computer and maximize the ability of retrieving rel-
evant data from the P2P network.

3.2.1 Peer Clustering

Figure 4: Illustration of firework query.

In order to help building the DISCOVIR as a self-organized
network oriented in content affinity, we perform peer clus-
tering at the level of overlaying network topology. The peer
clustering algorithm introduced in FQM consists of three
steps:

1. Signature Value Calculation–Every peer prepro-
cess its data collection as described in Section 3.1.1
and divide the whole data set into sub-clusters by a
clustering algorithm, e.g. k-means, competitive learn-
ing, and expectation maximization. A signature value
sigv will be calculated for each sub-cluster to charac-
terize its data properties. Since the selection of clus-
tering algorithm and its parameters can result in dif-
ferent number of sub-clusters. The number of signa-
ture values is variable and is a trade-off between data
characteristic resolution and computational cost.

2. Neighborhood Discovery–After a peer joined the
DISCOVIR network with the procedure described in
Section 3.1.2, it broadcasts a signature query message,
similar to that of ping-pong messages in Gnutella, to
reveal the location and data characteristic of its neigh-
borhood. This task is not only done when a peer first
joins the network, it repeats every certain interval in
order to maintain the latest information of other peers.

3. Attractive Connection Establishment–By acquir-
ing the signature values of other peers, one can reveal
the peer with highest data affinity (similarity) to it-
self, and make an attractive connection to link them
up. When an existing attractive connection breaks, a
peer should check its host cache, which contains signa-
ture values of other peers found in the neighborhood
discovery stage, and reestablish the attractive connec-
tion using peer clustering algorithm again.

Having all peers joining the DISCOVIR network perform
the three tasks described above, one can envision a P2P
network with self-organizing ability to be constructed. The
detail steps of peer clustering is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

3.2.2 Selective Query Message Routing
The main goal of query message routing algorithm in P2P

network is to minimize the number of message passing, while
maximize the ability of retrieving relevant data. Here, we
introduce the algorithm used in FQM to determine when
and how a query message is propagated.

The query message routing algorithm used in FQM is dif-
ferent from the one described in Section 3.1.3 in how to



Algorithm 1 Algorithm for peer clustering

Peer-Clustering(peer v, integer ttl)
for all signature value sigv in peer v do

for all peer w in discovered neighbors do
for all signature value sigw in peer w do

Compute Distance(sigv , sigw)
end for

end for
establish attractive connection between v and w having
min(Distance(sigv , sigw))

end for

select a peer for the query message to route to. In FQM,
the distance between the signature value of a peer and the
query, Distance(sigv, q), is measured. If it is smaller than a
preset threshold, θ, the peer will propagate the query to its
neighbors through normal connections. Otherwise, if one or
more Distance(sigv, q) is within the threshold, it implies the
query has reached its target cluster. Therefore, the query
will be propagated through corresponding attractive connec-
tions much like an exploding firework. The detail steps of
the algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for the Firework Query Model

Firework-query-routing (peer v, query q)
for all signature value sigv in peer v do

if Distance(sigv , q) < θ (threshold) then
if qttl > 0 then

propagate q using attractive links
end if

end if
end for
if Not forwarding to attractive link then

if qttl > 0 then
forward q using normal links

end if
end if

qttl = qttl − 1

3.3 Gnutella Message Modification
The DISCOVIR system is built compatible to the Gnutella

network. In order to support the image query functionalities
mentioned above, two types of messages are added. They
are:

• ImageQuery - Special type of the Query message.
It is to carry name of feature extraction method and
feature vector of query image, see Fig. 5

• ImageQueryHit - Special type of the QueryHit mes-
sage. It is to respond to the ImageQuery message,
it contains the location, filename and size of similar
images retrieved, and their similarity measure to the
query. Besides, the location information of correspond-
ing thumbnails are added for the purpose of previewing
result set in a faster speed, see Fig. 6

Minimum Speed Feature Name 0 Feature Vector 0

Image Query 0x80

0 1 2 …

Figure 5: ImageQuery message format

Number of Hits Port IP Address Speed Result Set

Image Query Hit 0x81

0 1 2

Servant Identifier

3 6 7 10 11 … n n+16

File Index File Size File Name Thumbnail information, similarity0

0 34

0

7 8…

Figure 6: ImageQueryHit message format

Figure 7: Downloading plug-in module for DIS-
COVIR

4. DISCOVIR EVERYWHERE
Although migrating CBIR on P2P network has many ad-

vantages as aforementioned, this system still encounters lim-
itations like the requirement of installing client software and
the low accessibility compared to WWW. These limitations
always introduce inconveniences for the users when they are
not using their own computers. For example, when the users
are in libraries or cyber-cafes, installing personal software is
usually prohibited, therefore, they cannot use the services.
For this reason, some web-based P2P applications have been
developed. With these services, user can access the P2P net-
work through a web browser while the web server serves as
one of the peer in the P2P network. Some examples of web-
based P2P applications are AsiaYeah [1], Gnutellait [9],
LinkGrinder [16] and AudioFind [2].

When users submit queries through the web page, the
server helps distributing the query and collecting the results
from the P2P network. Such kind of search engine for file re-
trieval through P2P network provides an alternative source
of files in addition to the documents on WWW. This pro-
vides a more comprehensive and larger file database when
the number of users in the P2P network is large enough.
However, there are drawbacks concerning these models:

1. Centralization - The web server is public to everyone
who is able to access the web page. When many users
use this service, the server has to handle huge amount
of queries and collection of results. The problem re-
mains the same as prevalent search engine. Moreover,
the web server will generate lots of traffic to its neigh-
boring peers, which skews the workload in P2P net-
work.

2. CBIR functionality - All the web-based P2P ap-
plications mentioned above are based on text search.



When adapting to CBIR approach, it will incur lots of
penalty when feature extraction of images is done by
the server.

4.1 Design Goal of DISCOVIR Everywhere
To account for the two problems raised above, DISCOVIR

Everywhere overcomes them by distributing the heavy work-
load to peers evenly while keeping its accessibility through
web. Unlike other web-based P2P applications, the web
server does not act like a peer in the P2P network. Instead,
it coordinates the forwarding of queries and returning of re-
sult between web clients and peers. Preprocessing of query
image, initiation of query and collection of result are all done
in a DISCOVIR peer assigned by the web server. Even there
are huge number of user, this architecture is scalable because
the web server is only responsible for distributing workload
to DISCOVIR client. It allows users to perform CBIR in
P2P network through a web browser or a WAP phone. Since
the mobile network, the Internet and DISCOVIR are three
separate networks running on their own protocols. The idea
of DISCOVIR Everywhere is also to bridge three networks
together using light weighted access gateways.

4.2 Components in DISCOVIR Everywhere
Referring to Fig. 8, we identify the four main components

in the DISCOVIR Everywhere design. They are:

• Web Browsers and Mobile Devices - It is a de-
vice running a web browser with network access to
the WWW. The mobile devices can be WAP phone or
PDAs with wireless access to the DISCOVIR Every-
where Gateway, they can access the web page either
by WML or XML.

• DISCOVIR Peers - They are interconnected com-
puters running the DISCOVIR client program in the
Internet. In addition to P2P query service, the HTTP
Agent of each peer will accept GET and POST HTTP
requests to provide seamless integration with the WWW.
Moreover, every DISCOVIR peer is required to send
’heart-beat’ message to the Bootstrap Server periodi-
cally to indicate their availability in DISCOVIR net-
work.

• DISCOVIR Bootstrap Server - It is originally the
host cache of P2P network in LimeWire. In DIS-
COVIR Everywhere, it is responsible for maintaining
an updated list of accessible DISCOVIR peers and
their availability for providing HTTP access, if it can-
not receive the ’heart-beat’ message from a peer for a
certain period of time, its record will be removed and
considered off-line.

• DISCOVIR Everywhere Gateway - It is a server
program providing users with web-based searching in-
terface. It contacts the Bootstrap Server for the list of
IP address of available DISCOVIR Peers and coordi-
nates the redirection of users’ query request to different
peers.

4.3 Procedure for Searching
Referring to Fig. 9, the process of query in DISCOVIR

Everywhere consists of six steps. Details of each step are
shown in the following:

Figure 8: Architecture of DISCOVIR everywhere

1. A user initiates a query request for similar images
through the web interface provided by DISCOVIR Ev-
erywhere Gateway. In addition, he also sends the type
of feature extraction method he intends to use to the
gateway. If the user access the web interface by a WAP
phone, he should access it through the WAP Gateway
and the medium of communication is WML instead of
HTML.

2. The DISCOVIR Everywhere Gateway receives the re-
quest and inquire the bootstrap server about the IP
address and port number of a DISCOVIR peer capa-
ble of handling this query.

3. Upon receiving the inquiry from DISCOVIR Every-
where Gateway, the DISCOVIR Bootstrap Server picks
one of the available peers from the list in a round robin
manner in order to distribute the workload evenly.
This is similar to the techniques used by DNS servers
to distribute workload among web servers.

4. Once knowing the IP address of DISCOVIR peer ca-
pable of handling the query, the gateway generates a
HTML page instantly for users to upload his query im-
age and intended feature extraction method to the se-
lected peers using HTML form submission procedure.

5. User uploads the query image to selected DISCOVIR
peer through a HTTP POST request. Meanwhile, the
HTTP Agent of that selected peer stores the image
and requests its Feature Extractor to extract feature
and assemble an ImageQuery message to be sent out
through Packet Router, which is analogous to the pro-
cessing of initiating query using the DISCOVIR client
program. The web browser keeps this HTTP con-
nection open until results return from the DISCOVIR
peer.

6. Once the selected DISCOVIR peer accumulates up to
a certain number of results or reaches a time limit, it
packages the result in HTML format and sends back
to user through HTTP Agent. With the inherent sup-
port of HTTP defined in Gnutella protocol, web users
are able to download thumbnails or full size images di-
rectly from DISCOVIR peers without the help of gate-
way.



4.4 Advantages of DISCOVIR Everywhere over
Prevalent Web-based Search Engine

Compared to existing search engines and web-based P2P
services, DISCOVIR Everywhere exhibits the following ad-
vantages:

1. Comprehensiveness - By utilizing the storage ca-
pacity and individual contribution of peers in the net-
work, we increase the comprehensiveness of data archive
for searching. Besides, the web-based interface provide
a handy access compared to using pre-installed P2P
client programs.

2. Query Richness - DISCOVIR Everywhere possess
CBIR functionality beyond existing text based retrieval,
while eliminates the need for preprocessing, storage
and indexing in existing CBIR search engines by dele-
gating them to peers in DISCOVIR network.

3. Scalability - Compared to existing web-based P2P
service, the DISCOVIR Everywhere Gateway is much
more light weighted. Instead of serving as a proxy
for web users to access the P2P network, it takes the
role of coordinator between web users and DISCOVIR
peers. Apart from reducing the workload for initia-
tion of query and collection of results, this also avoids
perverted usage of P2P network by distributing query
requests among peers evenly.

Figure 9: Query Procedure of DISCOVIR Every-
where

5. IMPLEMENTATIONS AND FUTURE
WORKS

We have built a working implementation of DISCOVIR.
The client is implemented in Java and makes use of the
LimeWire open source project. LimeWire is a Java imple-
mentation of Gnutella Network and its key components are
under GNU Public License. We have released DISCOVIR
as a free software and intend to release the source code in
near future.

Figure 10 illustrates the top ten results panel, it makes use
of the generated thumbnails to avoid heavy traffic caused by
downloading full size image directly, while users can preview
lower quality images. Figure 11 shows the drawpad function-
ality of DISCOVIR. Besides supplying an example image for

query, users may draw their own sketch and search. Figure
7 shows the plug-in module download page of DISCOVIR.
Currently, DISCOVIR supports AverageRGB, GlobalCol-
orHistogram, LocalColorHistogram, ColorMoment and Col-
orCoherenceVector on color-based feature, Co-occurrence ma-
trix, Auto correlation, Edge frequency and Primitive length
on texture-based feature. We are working on shape-based
feature and encourage contributions from the community by
implementing plug-ins.

DISCOVIR Everywhere Gateway is hosted on a Tomcat
server. The HTTP Agent of DISCOVIR client program is
modified to support HTTP POST request from web client
to accept incoming images. One of the shortcomings in cur-
rent design depends on trustworthiness of web users. A
malicious web user may attack a specific peer with burst
of query messages, a key agreement protocol between DIS-
COVIR peers, Bootstrap server and DISCOVIR Everywhere
gateway should be used to safeguard the peers.

With the recent advances in web service technologies, one
may envision the marriage of web service and DISCOVIR
peer, DISCOVIR Everywhere may adopt the service-oriented
architecture (SOA), while the communications between gate-
way, DISCOVIR peers and web clients all standardized to
use SOAP.

Figure 10: Top 10 result of retrieval

Figure 11: Drawpad functionality of DISCOVIR

6. CONCLUSION



In this paper, we marriage the traditional CBIR with the
P2P network to distribute storage capacity and workload
among peers and provide content-based search in P2P net-
work. We illustrate the design and implementation of DIS-
COVIR, in order to exhibit the key components required in
a P2P based CBIR system. We also illustrate how its acces-
sibility can be improved by the use of World Wide Web.

The DISCOVIR system contains the key components re-
quired in a P2P based CBIR system. Connection Manager
and Packet Router are used to establish connection and han-
dle query routing. Plug-in Manager, Feature Extractor and
Image Indexer are used to extract feature vectors from im-
ages, index images and calculate similarly measures. HTTP
Agent is used to retrieve images from other peers.

We proposed the DISCOVIR Everywhere protocol to deal
with the accessibility problem occurring in most prevalent
P2P applications. The DISCOVIR Everywhere gateway re-
ceives query messages using HTTP protocol and distribute
it among different peers using bootstrap server. The DIS-
COVIR Everywhere protocol utilize the storage and pro-
cessing power of each peer instead of the bootstrap server.
Thus, the accessibility can be improved while maintaining
the scalability of the system.
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